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Optimize the HIV Care Continuum

90-90-90

Prevent new infections
Identify those infected
Link to care
Retain in care
Treat
Suppress viral load
Prevent illness and AIDS deaths
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OPTIMAL HEALTHCARE

OPTIMIZING THE CARE ENVIRONMENT

INCREASING LINKAGE TO CARE

INCREASING RETENTION IN CARE

Effective health systems

Responsive health care workers

METRICS & MONITORING

INCREASING HIV TESTING

INCREASING TREATMENT COVERAGE

INCREASING VIRAL SUPPRESSION

Responsibility Health seeking

INCREASING VIRAL SUPPRESSION
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Responsive health care workers

Patient Centered Services

METRICS & MONITORING

INCREASING HIV TESTING

INCREASING TREATMENT COVERAGE

INCREASING VIRAL SUPPRESSION

Responsible Health seeking
Additional Key Ingredients

- Leadership
- Community Mobilization
- Resources
- Legal Reform
  - Stigma
  - Discrimination
  - Persecution/Prosecution
Leave No One Behind

• The Canada Case
  – MSM
  – IDUs
  – Adolescents
  – Migrants
  – First Nations